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reimagined
Park Hill Collection has always drawn inspiration 

from rustic roots, while seamlessly tying in modern 

elegance. As trends continue to shift, Park Hill has 

reinvigorated our brand to not only emphasize 

the stylistic approach of our farmhouse beginning, 

but to also incorporate new textures, designs and 

elements that keep us at the forefront of 
today’s design styles. As we re-imagine some of 

our most popular pieces, our furniture and 

décor promise to continue to embody the 

traditional style we’ve always had as well as 

introduce a fresh look.

This Lookbook is the ultimate guide to sparking 

inspiration. Our goal through this book is to 

showcase different ways that each collection, 

from Urban Farmhouse to La Bohème, can 

enhance and add character to a space. Take a 

deep dive into our brand as we walk you through 

ten ways to achieve the Park Hill Look, setting us 

apart and emphasizing classic nostalgia. Through 

our PHC lists, we highlight items that are 

timeless, yet on trend. 

The Park Hill Lookbook features new pieces 

from our Everyday and Seasonal collections that 

perfectly balance our ageless style with modern 

touches. As we present our latest introductions,  

our loyalty to tradition remains – but, we’ve 

added a few enhancements that take our 

classics to an entirely new level. 

Val
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Light it up 
Both modern and rustic, 
these slender iron taper 
candle holders, in 3 
graduated sizes, are a 
graceful addition to the 
dining table. 
Item: EAB06081
Collection: Urban Farmhouse

SHOP
TABLETOP
Shop all of these items 

and more on our website

Set the table
From a variety of flatware styles and colorful napkins 
that will complement our dishware to candlesticks and 
vases that will hold your favorite blooms we have what 
you need to set the perfect table no matter what your 
style. Your style. Your way.  

THE PHC LIST White Enamelware
Beautifully understated
but extremely durable
and versatile. 
Item: EAW90039
Collection: Park Hill Pantry

Serving Sets 
Antique Gold Colonial 
Serving Pieces, Set of 2. 
Item: EAW06089 
Collection: Southern Classic

Wood Accents 
With its simple teardrop shape, 
our wood handled flatware is 
stylish enough to use everyday. 
The light brown color of the 
wooden handles paired with 
stainless steel gives it its bright, 
coastal appeal. 
Item: EAW06002
Collection: Coastal Cottage

 Colorful Napkins
Fun bold patterns available
in a variety of color
combinations. 
Clockwise from top:
EXW06194, EXW06193, 
EXW06195, EXW06192
Collection: La Bohème

 Iron Accents
With their modern, industrial
appeal, this primitive cutlery
set of 4 in a matte black
finish will add an artisan-
inspired element to your
dining table.
Item: EAW06200
Collection: Urban Farmhouse

Elegant Table  
One of our favorite things 
about the Creamware 
Collection is how 
beautiful it looks atop a 
wood dining table. The 
elegant scalloped edges 
and smooth finish pairs 
beautifully with our milk 
bucket enamel flatware.
Item: EAW90589
Collection: Country French

 Enamelware
Mint green with
contrasting trim—oh, so
yummy!
Item: EAW80376
Collection: La Bohème

 Norden Dinnerware
Collection

Beautiful geometric patterns with
a classic color combination: 

black & white. This ageless 
look pairs with neutral 

colors as well as it does 
with bold and bright 
colors.  

    Items: EAW00136, 
EAW00137, EAW00138 
Collection: La Bohème
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THE PHC LIST

 Pearl Capiz 
Delicate pearl capiz is 
wrapped around the base 
of this lamp. Once lit, it 
glitters and shines casting 
beautiful reflections onto 
the surface below. 
Item: ELT10023 
Collection: Coastal Cottage

 Charlotte Chandelier
Brimming with old world
elegance, this classic
chandelier features an aged
paint finish with gilt accents,
6 branches, and rusted
ironwork details.
Item: ELH81882
Collection: Southern Classic

Light the way

 French Candlestick Lamp
Inspired by the ornamental style of
French Art Nouveau, this beautiful
lamp features a distressed antique
white paint finish and pleated faux
silk shade.
Mirror: EMW90330
Lamp: ELT81422
Collection: Country French

 Sconces
Wall sconces are great as
bedside lighting or to add
drama to an entryway. Visit
our website to see all of the
options.
Item: ELH81421
Collection: Country French

 Headlight Lamp
Inspired by a salvaged
headlight from an old vintage
car, this desk lamp is sure
to be a conversation piece.
Item: ELT81319
Collection: Urban Farmhouse

light  IS THE MAGICAL      INGREDIENT THAT 

MAKES OR BREAKS A SPACE.

SHOP
lighting

This is just a taste of what's 
available on our website. Visit 

ParkHillCollection.com
to see our entire lineup of 

chandeliers, lamps and 
sconces.

 Golden Scallops
Oh, so glam! Gorgeous
scallop design with a rustic
and slightly hammered
finish, this lamp is sure to
turn heads.
Item: ELT10024
Collection: Southern Classic
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Pull up a seat
 Whether you’re enjoying a quiet dinner at home or 

entertaining for the holidays, our dining chairs are sure to 
have you lingering around the table in style.

THE PHC LIST
 Parisian Dining Chair

With its weathered, whitewashed
wood finish combined with an
upholstered tweed fabric in soft
hues of blues and tans, you are
sure to get that sea-inspired look.
Item: EFS06110. 
Collection: Coastal Cottage

Mirror: EMW90622
Table: EFT81982

 St. Louis Dining Chair
This chair is a work of beautiful
simplicity — letting small details like
exposed nail heads, tufted buttons,
and subtly out-turned feet, shine.
Item: EFS81654
Collection: Country French

 Capital Dining Chair
A slate blue-gray velvet cording accentuates
the delicately carved grooves of lightly
whitewashed oak. Exposed nail heads and
textured velvet chair backs, feature a subtle
diamond checker pattern.
Item: EFS81651
Collection: Manor

 Tufted Dining Chair
This tufted-back dining chair
features neutral linen upholstery
and carved wood with a
distressed, pale ash finish.
Item: EFS81696
Collection: La Bohème

 Industrial Leather
Desk Chair
This vintage mid-century
inspired chair features
simple, cross braced legs
topped with a distressed
leather cushioned seat.
Item: EFS06050
Collection: Urban Farmhouse

Wooden Crossback
With its light, natural
stain, woven cushion, 
and simple construction,
our best-selling chair
complements a wide
variety of design
aesthetics.
Item: EFS81568
Collection: Country French

SHOP
seating

Visit our website
for up-to-date 
information on all of 
our chairs and sofas. 



Through each collection, we hone-in on our strongest passion —
finding the perfect balance between timeless antiques and contemporary décor. 

The most important thing to us here at Park Hill Collection is you — because while 
we provide the furniture and décor for a particular space, it’s the memories and 

moments that you will make in these spaces that make everything we do worth it. 

So no matter your style, we’ve got something perfect just for you.

See each collection in its entirety on our website.

THE COLLECTIONS

reimagined

WAYS TO GET THE 
PARK HILL LOOK

Vases: ECL00099, ECL00104

www.ParkHillCollection.com



1 THE 

COUNTRY FRENCH 
COLLECTION

AR C H I T E C T U R A L D E TA I LS.  D I S T R E S S E D F I N I S H E S.  AG E-WOR N AC C E N TS.

Showcasing elegantly 
carved details and 
dramatic patinas, it’s 
the attention to detail 
that sets our Country 
French Collection 
apart. View the entire 
collection on our 
website.

 Candelabra
We love the layers of
distressed paint and
gold leaf featured in
this candle spire.
Item: EDT00282

Smokey Glass Etched Vases
ECL00098,ECL00094, 
ECL00095, ECL00096, 

ECL00097   

Chair: EFS81653
Dresser: EFC90474

Chairs: EFS81693
Urns: ECM90556
Table: EFT80073

Urn: ECM80849

what you’ll find



The Country French Collection brings together 
many of your favorite Park Hill pieces in a new, 

softer, feminine and more elegant way. Bring the 
French countryside to your home–both indoors 

and outdoors– and create a little piece of 
heaven for you and your family to enjoy.

Sheep Family 
These beautiful cast 
sheep can be used as 
part of a nativity scene, 
or a farm-themed 
centerpiece. 
Item: EAG01146

Aged Wire Tier 
Create a small potted 
herb center on your 
patio for accessible fresh 
herbs. 
Item: EAW80529

 Bar Stools
These beautiful Wooden Cross
Back Stools come in two sizes or
as standard dining chairs.
Item: EFS81570

Merchant Counter 
Made of pine with beautiful 
carved detailing, our 
Merchant counter has doors 
with shelving on one side 
for storage that make this 
the perfect work island. Its 
size allows for use in many 
spaces. 
Item: EFC06197

French countryside

Pots: ECM80841

Refined
 Beauty...



The daily hustle and bustle of our lives takes a toll. What better way to end 
your day by walking into a home full of cozy and soothing colors. 

To see more of the Coastal Cottage Collection visit ParkHillCollection.com.

SOFT 
CORAL

FROSTED
BEACH 
GLASS

SEAFOAM 
GREEN

WHITE 
SAND

Soothing
      palette

2 THE 

COASTAL COTTAGE
COLLECTION

 Colors of the sea
To get the Coastal Cottage look, use these colors
as accents and keep your furniture neutral.
Nothing says "coastal" like wicker chairs. For an
entire lineup of wicker furniture, visit our website
at ParkHillCollection.com
Chairs: EFS82155, Table: EFT81939, Cabinet: EFC81614, 
Lamps: ELT81414, Mirror: EWM82333

charming. cozy. quaint.
Sofa: EFS81660, Lamp: ELT90085, Table: EFT91585, 
Vases: ECL00632 and ECL00633, Throw: EXN00438

Chair: EFS10669
Table: EFS10667

Pillow: EXN00433

Bench: EFS90278, Cellar Bottle: ECL81172, Basket: ECW90322Baskets: EAW10670, Chair: EFS06064
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NATURAL FIBERS.  WEATHERED GLASS.  SOFT HUES.

Find that one piece you can't live without.
Once you have established your anchor piece, you can plan the rest of your décor around it. Whether it's your 

favorite chair, a buffet, or a cabinet to fill with your favorite things, an anchor piece will dictate all of your 
design decisions. For example, the chest at the right can be used in a dining room for linen storage or it's just as 

functional and beautiful as a bed side chest. 
Top Row: EAW10670, ECL10712 + ECL10713, ELT10022. Bottom Row: EAB10735, ECL00269 + ECL00271, ECL00675

Cabinet: EFC81614 
Lamps: ELT81414 

Mirror: EWM82333

our favorite accessories



Black metal accents stand the test of time. 
They are versatile and work in various 

rooms and décor. Get organized with these 
numbered wall hooks, or add that extra bit 
of charm to your cabinets by using the iron 

hardware found on our website. 

Desk: EFC81576
Shelving unit: EFC81617

Stools: EFS81588

Candelabra: EAB06080

Hooks: EAC82048

industrial
Visit our website to see more 
of the Urban Farmhouse 
Collection.

3 THE 
URBAN FARMHOUSE

COLLECTION

Kitchen Cart: EFT90200
Light fixture: ELH80871W

Mirror: EWM81138
Lamps: ELT81875

Cabinet: EFC06096
Table:  EFT06093
Chairs:  EFS81071



Mirrors
Mirrors help draw light into
a space. The Arched Metal
Warehouse Window Mirror 
complements the Vintage-
Style Hotel Lobby Console
in this space.

Mirror: EMW90332
Console: EFC90059
Dining Chairs: EFS00461
Dining Table: EFT90108
Apothecary Console:: EFC06014
Rug: EHF06158

Dining Table 
We just love the details of this 
homestead-furniture-inspired 
dining table. The bottom brace 
penetrates the two sides - 
simple but effective design. 
This primitive prairie table 
features rough-hewn wood 
with a distressed finish. 
Item: EFT90108

Green Napkin: EXW00415
Risers: EAB90211
Cutting boards: EAW80235, 
EAW80236, EAW80237  
Taper Holder: EAB06084
Yellow Placemat: EAW06038
Yellow Napkin: EAW06034
Cutlery: EAW06200

Hosting dinner 
parties

Yes, the food you cook must taste 
good, but equally important is how it’s 

presented. With the right tableware you 
can really make your dishes pop! Layer 

textures to create visual interest by 
using colorful linens, rich wooden cutting 

boards, serving trays and interesting 
serving pieces. 



4 THE 

SOUTHERN CLASSIC
COLLECTION

Large willow trees, wraparound porches, 
and big skies. The southern home has 
withstood the hands of time. Inspired 
by stately manors, the Southern Classic 
Collection features gold accents, cut or 
etched glass and classic forms reminiscent 
of times past. Visit our website for more 
from this collection.

navy blue+   gold

 A spot for everything
Working from home? Now more than ever we need
multifunctional pieces that are compact and have plenty
of storage. The Aged Writing Desk allows you to work on
your laptop and quickly close the dropdown table when
heading out - tucking away all of your work materials.
Desk: EFC06039

Classic colors
Navy blue with brass and gold accents is a
color combination that will never go out 
of style. It can be modern or classic, and 
always elegant. These Antique Gold Iron 
Trays work well with  the Antique Gold 
Colonial Flatware Set.

 Trays: EAW06090
Flatware: EAW06088

Lamp: ELT10024
Mirror: EWI10252
Desk: EFC06039
Arm chair on right:
EFS06072
Arm chair below:
EFS06066
Rug: EHF06122



Velvety green and 
pretty peach 

Sit back and relax
Create a corner just for you. A 
comfy velvet chair, the smell of 
fresh blooms and your favorite 
drinks within reach. This bar 
cart features casters allowing 
you to  relocate it when 
entertaining guests. 

Medallions
This gorgeous chair is backed with
an ornate medallion in linen fabric.
Exposed brass nail heads add charm to
this perfect accent chair.
Item: EFS06072

EAW06004

EAV80738

Bar Cart: EFT10743
Citrus Prints: EWA00379
Arm Chair: EFS06068
Rug: EHF06189

EFS06072



5
THE 

LA BOHÈME
COLLECTION

Patterns of vibrant colors 
mixed in with geometric and 

floral  forms is what La Bohème 
is all about. Feminine and rich 

with happy details. This entire 
collection, available on our website, 

is for the wild & free at heart. 

romantic +eclectic  

 Botanical Prints
These botanical studies are
replicas of vintage prints
found in botanical books.
Paired with our metal flower
lamp on the right, it will turn
any space into a whimsical
dreamscape.
Item: EWA90366

Chicken Wire 
Create a vignette using multiple glass vases wrapped 
in chicken wire. Fill them with your favorite buds in a 
color scheme appropriate for your décor.  
L-R: ECL10516, ECL10514, ECL10513, ECL10515

Wardrobe
Store extra pillows and
linens in this beautiful
white-washed wardrobe,
for overnight guests.
Item: EFC06053

Mix florals with geometric 
patterns for a boho chic look. 

Chairs: EFS06065

L-R:  EXN00430, EXN00432, EXN00434, EXN00436

Lamp: ELT80647
Rug: EHF00441



PLUM 
BERRY 

LEAF 
GREEN

BRIGHT 
TURQUOISE

TANGERINE 
DREAM

exotic and carefree

go wild with color

Be chic. Be different. Be you.
For the creative, the complex, the 

confident, the La Bohème Collection 
brings together pieces that are bright, 
eclectic and outright FUN. Don't be 

afraid to mix bright, saturated colors and 
patterns. Break all of the design rules 

you've ever learned and have FUN. When 
it comes to La Bohème "more is more."

Patterns 
Use heavily patterned fabrics, accessories and lamps to 
create a well-traveled aesthetic. The Adele Pierced Metal 
Lamp and our new leather boxes are a great way to add color 
and pattern to your décor. 
Lamp: ELT10025
Box below: EAV10314
Napkins: EXW06193, EXW06195, EXW06192

Small: ECL10624
Large: ECL10623

L-R: 
ECL10339
ECL10337 
EAB10364
ECL10340

Green Glazed Tableware
EAV10308

EAV10313

EAV10312

L-R: ECL10705, ECL10707, ECL10702, ECL10706, ECL10703, ECL10704



6 THE 

PARK HILL PANTRY 
& CAFE COLLECTION Work Island 

Featuring a reclaimed 
wood top and metal 
frame with drawers, 
this industrial-style 
work island sits atop 
casters for mobility and 
versatility. Keep all of 
your pots, pans and 
cutting boards within 
reach. 

Island: EFC90425 
Cutting boards: 
EAW80229, EAW80230, 
EAW80231, EAW80235, 
EAW80236, EAW80237

EAW81255

EDC81984

EFC90515

EAB80478

EAB82373

EAB82015

Towels: EXW00164
Riser: EAB90211

Multiple solutions
Whether it's linen or fresh 

milk you are looking to store, 
we have a variety of storage 

and display options. Get your 
kitchen, pantry and laundry 

room organized!

storage for all

Cart: ECM80449
Jug: EAW90040
Measuring cups: EAW90036

Racks, display cases, cutting boards, chalkboards, 
signs, glassware — everything you need for your 

pantry and kitchen. Hundreds of items are available 
on our website.

EAW00005



Handcrafted beauty
With its classic black and ivory 

combination and folk-style traditional 
artisan motif, this hand-stamped 
collection is as functional as it is 
beautiful. Plates, saucers, bowls, 

creamers, mugs and shakers — everything 
you need to dine in style. 

Norden Pattern

Shakers: EAW00127

Bowls: EAW00128, EAW00129, EAW00130
Dishes: EAW00136, EAW00137, EAW00138



Spending time in your garden is both 
rejuvenating and inspiring. With the 

right tools and lots of attention, your 
backyard can become a dreamscape. 
Garden snips, seed boxes, watering 

cans, herb stakes, and all of the 
pottery you could ever want are 

available on our website.

7 THE 

GARDEN & 
FLORAL

COLLECTION

The great 
outdoors

Cart: EFT00893
Chair: EFS82144

Green pottery: ECL00664, ECL00665
Terra Cotta pottery: ECG00506, ECG00503, ECG00507

ECC81934, ECC81935 ECM80263

ECM82346 EAG90380 EAG81131

EAG81132 EAG81192

EAG81142 EAG90550 ECW81254



 Tangerine & Lemon Branches
Incorporate these faux citrus branches
into arrangements and enjoy bright,
refreshing hues year-round.
Tangerine Branch: EBY81038, 
Lemon Branch: EBY81039

Above all, I must 
have flowers, 

always and always.
- Claude Monet

We feel the same way. For 
every season and every 

occasion, flowers are a must! 
Buds, stems, fruit, branches and 
berries — a wide variety of faux 
florals and wreaths are available 

on our website. 
EBW00310

EBY01058
EBY01064

Bucket Wreath: 
EWW90751
Green pottery: 
ECL00664, ECL00665
Terra Cotta pottery: 
ECG00507



THE 

CONSERVATORY 
COLLECTION

Inspired by a salvaged gazebo from an old 
estate, this masterfully forged aged metal 
gazebo is a stunning addition to any yard or 
garden. Sit back, enjoy the breeze, and watch as 
the birds and butterflies fly by. Visit our website 
for more from the Conservatory Collection.
Item: EDX90088

Item: EDX80861

 Canaries
These Parlor Canary Framed
Prints come in 4 assorted
styles to help bring a pop of
color to your décor.
Item: EWA01097

Let's go bird-watching

 Votives
A best seller, this
sweet birdcage votive
features an aged rust
finish and a suspended
glass votive holder.
Item: EAB81324

Nature is inspiring. Bring the beauty of life indoors with these 
gorgeous Vintage Bird Prints, pictured above. The set of two 
vibrant framed prints showcase a beautiful variety of birds in 

great detail. A distressed black frame pulls it all together.

Ginger Jars 
With a beautiful chartreuse 
glaze finish and organic 
ribbed details, these 
pleasing pots will spruce up 
any room or outdoor space 
Items: ECL00666, ECL00667, 
ECL00668

EWA00901
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Square Box: EAV10308
Set of 2 Small Boxes: EAV10307 

Large Box: EAV10317

Old World Library 
Create the Old World feel with 
a traditional style home library. 
Wooden book cases such as this 
Old Pine Merchant's Cabinet pair 
beautifully with leather books, 
leather seating and leather accents.

Cabinet: EFC81579
Dog print: EWA90364
Mantle: EER81636
Lamp: ELT81412
Chair: EFS06133
Table: EFT10745
Stool: EFS06191

9
Reminiscent of large southern estates, 

the Manor Collection brings in details 
of rich wood tones, deep colors, 
engraved emblems and imagery of 

horses and ranch-living. 

View the entire collection online 
by visiting our website.

THE 

MANOR 
COLLECTION

Jewelry Box: EAV10311
Photo Frame: EAB10303

Trays: EAB10316



Forest Green
Bring in vases and urns in 
deep forest greens using 

house plants and accessories, 
such as this vase.

1
Get the look

Tufted leather
Ageless and traditional, you 
can't go wrong with a tufted 

leather chair. The Library 
Club Chair has exposed 

brass nail heads that adorn it 
beautifully.

2

Rose Red
Rich reds will complement 

the green accents you have 
picked out. Accessories such 
as these red leather-wrapped 

trays help draw the eye's 
attention. 

3
Dramatic colors 
Red and green are not just Christmas colors. 
When you pick the right hues, you can create 
a cozy and dramatic atmosphere. Lighting is 
important! Choose lamps that will cast a soft 
glow in the right areas of the room. 

Cozy Fireplace 
Park Hill carries all of the 
accessories you need to spruce 
up your fireplace. Our forged iron 
fireplace set is a graceful addition 
to any hearth.

ECL10030

EAB10316 EFT10745

EAG80901

ELH81761

EAU06087

Print: EWA90364
Urns: ECM90401, ECM90402
Box: EAV10311

Lamp: ELT81411
Box: EAV10317
Vase: ECL10026

EFS06133



 Bowls
Beautifully glazed, these
bowls at a touch of rustic to
any surface.
Items: EAB10283, EAB10284

 Candle holder
Wood turned candle holder
in a classic silhouette.
Item: EAB10281

THE 

LODGE 
COLLECTION

Woodsy, smoky and warm. The Lodge 
Collection features gorgeous leather 
seating, rich pine furniture, and live 

edge cutting boards and accessories. 
Visit our website to see more from this 

collection.

DRIED STEMS,  ANTLERS,  PINE AND LEATHER.  ALL THINGS LODGE.

 Fowl Prints
Beautiful game fowl framed
prints add rich color and a
sense of nostalgia.
Item: EWA01088

48
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Fowl prints: EWA01088
Mantle: EER81636
Chairs: EFS90699, EFS90698
Rug: EHF06168



accessorize
We have all the right accessories to 
make your lodge cozy and beautiful.

Tier: EAW06146, Ice Bucket: EAW06139, 
Bowl: EAW06138

After a long day of hiking in the woods, you 
need a spot to take off  your muddy boots 
and hang up your coat. We offer multiple 
mudroom and entryway furniture pieces, 
and area rugs that trap fallen leaves from 
entering your home. Visit our website to 

see more Lodge items. 

Mudroom storage

ELH80894

Bee Box: EFT90516 
Rug: EHF06062

EFS06171

EFS81589

ELT81407 

EFS81904

ECM80872, ECM80873, ECM80874



fall
Maple and oak leaves, sunflowers, pumpkins and gourds — everything 
you need to decorate for Fall and Thanksgiving. Beautiful golden tones, 

rich oranges and reds, and muted greens — a warm and cozy color 
palette. Visit our website and browse through our "Seasonal" section. 

The possibilities are endless!

Fall  is in
the air... 

that say so
we have candles

and stems

Jars 
Pumpkin shaped glass jars 
with wooden lids that feature a 
brass stem. 
Items: FAL10272, FAL10273 

ECL00676
FBY90875, FBY10164

FBY90935

FNP81811



FBY80008

EBY82211 FBY82143

FBW01052

See our full line 
of stems and 
wreaths on our 
website.

FAB01081






